
Sending and receiving an SMS with the Raspberry Pi

Gabbin’ with 
Gammu
In today’s world, SMS seems like an outdated and expensive technology. Nonetheless, 

there are certain situations in which this technology acts as the go-to choice. The 

Raspberry Pi can easily use SMS by harnessing its onboard capabilities.Raspberry Pi 

 By Bernhard Bablok

The Short Message Service or SMS as it 
is known, is one of the most robust 
technologies in the area of mobile 
communications. The service has 

many limitations including restrictions on the 
length of transmitted messages and asynchro-
nous processing. In spite of such limitations, or 
rather precisely because of them, SMS contin-
ues to be bread and butterfor providers. There 
is good reason for this since the technology 
does not rely on the Internet, a channel of com-
munication which is becoming ever more vul-
nerable.

With respect to the Raspberry Pi, there are a 
number of different areas of application which 
utilize SMS. For example, it is usually still possi-
ble to register a measurement module via SMS 
on a 2G network and send status updates even 
when there is no UMTS reception. Also, the 
mini-PC can warn of outages on the network. 
Likewise, the receipt of an SMS can be used to 
trigger a specific action.

In another scenario, SMS constitutes an inde-
pendent channel for a so-called two factor au-
thentification. For this process, the Raspberry Pi 
uses SMS to send a one-time valid password to 
a previously provided telephone number. The 
one time password can then be used together 
with the user name and a regular password for 
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01  $ sudo apt‑get update

02  $ sudo apt‑get install usb‑modeswitch 
usb‑modeswitch‑data

03  $ sudo apt‑get install gammu 
python‑gammu

04  $ sudo adduser Benutzername dialout

LISTING 1: gammu
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more secure login on sites containing sensitive 
information.

As described in a previous issue of Rasp-
berry Pi Geek, it is also very easy to take a 
UMTS stick (Figure 1) and transform a Rasp-
berry Pi into a 3G router  [1]. Unfortunately, 
you often have to use SMS in order to check 
your available balance and data volume usage. 
The Pi can assume this task for you so you 
don’t have take the card out of the stick and in-
sert it into a mobile phone.

Below, we provide a brief description of how 
to install the hardware. Then we show how to 
use the Gammu service “Gammu All Mobile 
Management Utilities” for sending and receiv-
ing SMS messages via the command line. In ad-
dition, Gammu can be configured as a fully 
functioning SMS server without much effort. 
Users then have complete flexibility when it 
comes to the processing of ingoing and outgo-
ing messages.

MiniMal Hardware 
requireMents
All you will need for this project is one of the 
more commonly used UMTS sticks and a Rasp-
berry Pi B+, Raspberry Pi 2 or higher. A first 
generation Pi requires a powered USB hub.

You will need two software packages (List-
ing 1 and  2) to operate the hardware. Once 
these packages are installed, the system should 
automatically recognize the UMTS stick when 
inserted. You can see if the stick has been rec-
ognised by checking for files ranging from /
dev/ttyUSB0 to /dev/ttyUSB2 in the /dev/  direc-
tory. The exact number of corresponding files 
depends on the type of UMTS stick you are 
using. Typically, you will see three.

If none of the files in question exist, your 
stick may not be supported. However it is more 
likely that the Raspbian system is having prob-
lems. Try re-inserting the stick. If that does not 
work, your next step should be to run the com-
mand sudo udevadm trigger from the console. 
If this resolves the issue, and you wish toboot 
up the computer with the stick already inserted 
each time then you should also enter this com-
mand in the /etc/ rc.local file.

If neither of these tricks has any effect, then 
you should read out the stick ID from the /var/ 
log/ messages log file and search for it on 
Google. There is a good chance that the system 
will automatically recognize the UMTS stick un-
less you are using a very new model..

siMple installation
You also don’t need to go through all kinds of 
gyrations during installation in order to actually 
be able to send and receive SMS messages. The 

command from the third line in Listing 1 takes 
care of this. You only need the Python package 
if you want to access the SMS functions.

The documentation process has its own pack-
age namedgammu-doc. However, there are a 
number other packages that accompany 
gammu-doc. ‘Manpages’ should provude suffi-
cient documentation when you install the 
gammu package. Therefore it is a good idea to 
save yourself the space.

At first glance, Gammu [2] appears slightly 
antiquated. The software dates back to when 
the first intelligent mobile phones from Nokia 
and other makers first came out. As a result, the 
name “Nokia” still appears in 50 places in the 
Manpages. However first impressions can be 
deceptive. Work on this program has actively 
been pushed forward. Gammu has therefore 
kept pace with the times even if a number of 
the functions come across as old-fashioned in 
the current age of Android and iOS.

If you do Internet research on the topic of 
SMS transmissions under Linux, you may dis-
cover a number of additional packages. As is 
often the case with free software, there is more 
than one way to achieve the goal you have in 
mind. Specifically, we should mention here the 
SMS server tools that are available in the 
smstools package [3]. However if you don’t 
have any need for a dedicated SMS server, then 
the leaner Gammu does a better job of meeting 
the requirements and also operates as a decent 
server.

However under certain circumstances, it pays 
to take a look at some of the other packages. 
For example, in addition to the Gammu server 
module, there is also Wammu, a simple graphi-

Figure 1: A cheap UMTS stick equips your Pi with cellular capabilities.
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account you are using belongs to the dialout 
group. If in doubt, you should use the com-
mand from the last line of Listing 1 to add the 
account to the corresponding group. Log out 
and then in again for the changes to take effect. 
The standard Raspbian user pi already belongs 
to the dialout group.

You can compile the configuration for 
Gammu either by individual user in the .gam‑
murc file in the home directory or universally in 
/etc/gammurc. The output from the gammu‑de‑
tect command lets you create a rudimentary 
configuration file in a terminal. Listing 2 shows 
an example of the corresponding result. As you 
can see, the software identifies the three mo-
dems for the stick. You will have to figure out 
which modem actually supports all of the SMS 
services. During testing we determined that it 
was the modem with the number 2. The first 
modem, /dev/ttyUSB0, did not support all of 
the commands. However even if it had done so, 
this modem should always be reserved for pure 
data connections.

The final configuration file will then look like 
Listing 3. The data for locking and logging are 
optional. The first ‘locking’ optionprevents 
more than one program from accessing the 
modem. The logging option assists with finding 
errors. To do this, the logformat option should 
be set to textalldate. You should be careful to 
keep in mind that under certain circumstances, 
the PIN will also land in the log.

Figure 2 shows a series of commands for 
Gammu. They always follow the same pattern. 
For the first argument, you should use the com-
mand, thenthe parameters. Find more informa-
tion with the help command. It is possible to 
formulate this command so that it references 
the name of the relevant section from online 

cal interface, and Libgammu which is a C li-
brary plus the Python interface referred to 
above. With respect to the latter, nothing pre-
vents you from integrating your own scripts and 
applications. Nonetheless, we will be focusing 
in this article on the native, command line 
Gammu application since this is the best way to 
show basic principles. We address Python only 
in passing.

using gaMMu
The rights assigned to the device files above 
govern access to the UMTS hardware. There-
fore, you should first make sure that the user 

[gammu]

device = /dev/ttyUSB2

name = Huawei UMTS USB‑Stick

connection = at

use_locking = yes

logfile = gammu.log

logformat = nothing

LISTING 3: Output gammu.log; This configuration file was created with gammu‑detect.

; Please read the Gammu manual for additional information.

[gammu]

device = /dev/ttyUSB0

name = Telephone is connected to serial USB interface

connection = at

[gammu1]

device = /dev/ttyUSB1

name = Telephone is connected to serial USB interface.

connection = at

[gammu2]

device = /dev/ttyUSB2

name = Telephone is connected to serial USB interface.

connection = at

LISTING 2: Output .gammurc

Figure 2: With just a few commands on the command line you can use Gammu to control com-

munication with the UMTS modem.

$ gammu sendsms TEXT Number ‑text 
„Greetings from the Raspberry Pi to the 
telephone number Number“

$ gammu getallsms

$ gammu getsms 0 Number

LISTING 4: Output of gammu 
getsms
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support. In the absence of any parameters, it 
will list suitable chapters.

The command identify reads out a small 
amount of information about the modem. You 
can request current security status for the 
modem with getsecuritystatus, and set the 
PIN, or PUK, via entersecuritycode. This last 
command causes the software to request the 
PIN via a standard entry so that sensitive infor-
mation does not end up in the history of the rel-
evant shell. If this were to happen, then a script 
could be used to read the PIN from a secure file.

The last command in Figure 2, getussd, 
sends a so-called USSD code, or Unstructured 
Supplementary Service Data code to the pro-
vider. These codes are specific to the provider. 
You will find them either in your UMTS docu-
ments or on the Internet, for example in the 
pre-paid Wiki [4]. Typically you would request 
information about the available balance on a 
voucher via the USSD, or add credit from a pre-
paid card.

Not every stick supports the entry of USSD 
codes in plain text. Some devices need the 
codes in so-called PDU format, in other words 
in the transport format. The info box entitled 
“Sending USSD Commands in PDU Format” de-
scribes how to deal with this.

Some USSD codes are interactive. They have 
a menu for making selections. Scripting is nec-
essary here. You should either use Python API 
or you should move on to a corresponding Perl 
script [5]

sending and receiving
You can test out the interaction between the 
UMTS stick and the provider network by using 
the commands from Figure 2. This will help 
you to determine which of the integrated mo-
dems actually function. No fee is charged for 
these tests. You can send the first test SMS with 
the command from line 1 of Listing 4.

If you leave out the ‑text option then the 
program reads the message text from the stan-
dard input. In addition to messages consisting 
of pure text, the software supports all available 
variations like MMS and Unicode text. Accord-
ingly, there are a multitude of options. Detailed 
information about these options is found in 
Manpages.

The stick can receive an SMS all on its own 
as long as it is logged onto the network. 
However, the Raspberry Pi needs to be 
switched on to read an SMS. The command 
from the second line of Listing 4 takes care of 
this for all SMS messages. Theoretically, it is 
possible to call specific messages by using 
the command from the third line where 
<§§I>Number<§§I> stands for memory on the 
telephone or on the SIM card. However, dis-
covering the numbers in advance poses a 
practical obstacle. Therefore, this option does 
not actually work. The first command is also 
only useful under certain conditions since it 
always issues all of the available SMS mes-
sages. This means that if you don’t con-
stantly delete messages that have been re-

PDU (Protocol Data Unit) format is an alternative way to encode SMS messages. Unlike standard text format, PDU format is not immedi-

ately human readable. This will not make a difference with computer supported processing. However, some mobile phones and UMTS 

sticks only support the PDU format for USSD codes. In this case, you will need to select from one of two choices. The first option consists 

of using an online PDU converter [7] where you select Clear all and then enter the code in the Text field. Then you can press Convert and 

read the results in the USSD Entry/ Display field (Figure 3). The second option comes in the form of a small Python script.The Python inter-

face in Gammu makes it possible to code and decode in PDU format.

SENDING USSD COMMANDS IN PDU FORMAT

01  #!/usr/bin/python

02  import gammu

03  

04  # Gammu initialization

05  sm = gammu.StateMachine()

06  sm.ReadConfig()

07  sm.Init()

08  

09  # SMS request

10  status = sm.GetSMSStatus()

11  count = status[‚SIMUsed‘] + status[‚PhoneUsed‘] + status[‚TemplatesUsed‘]

12  if count == 0:

13    exit

14  

15  sms = sm.GetNextSMS(0,True)

16  while True:

17    if sms[0][‚State‘] <> ‚Read‘:

18      print ‚‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‘

19      print ‚Number:   ‚, sms[0][‚Number‘]

20      print ‚Location: ‚, sms[0][‚Location‘]

21      print ‚State:    ‚, sms[0][‚State‘]

22      print ‚Text:     ‚, sms[0][‚Text‘]

23      print

24    count ‑= 1

25    if count > 0:

26      sms = sm.GetNextSMS(0,Location=sms[0][‚Location‘])

27    else:

28      break

LISTING 5: Loop.py
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SMSD expects to find its configuration informa-
tion in the /etc/gammu‑smsdrc file. As long as 
this does not exist, the server will not start 
under Raspbian. The file also exists in Windows 
INI format. An additional section is needed for 
the [gammu] section like in Listing 3. Listing 6 
shows an example.

The daemon supports various backends for 
storing messages. The simplest among these is 
the file system. Alternative backends for more 
complex demands include database systems 
like MySQL, SQLite and databases with generic 
ODBC drivers. The file system suffices for our 
example. Listing 6 configures the system via the 
key service and also via the various paths for 
outgoing and incoming SMS messages 
(Lines 13 and 20 to  23). The configuration pre-
sented here only handles the bare necessities. 
The manual describes many options for modi-
fying the properties as desired.

The CommTimeout key is especially notewor-
thy. If it does not find any outgoing messages in 
the outbox, then the daemon will take a break 
for the interval that has been specified before it 
looks again for new ones.. The default interval 
value is 30 seconds. The inspection occurs au-
tomatically after each SMS transmission.

sMs transMission
In order to prevent Gammu and Gammu SMSD 
from getting tangled up during a transmission, 
you should not use Gammu to transmit the 
SMS by yourself when there is an active server. 
Instead you should forward the SMS to the 
server. Theoretically it’s you could move a cor-
rectly formatted message to the outbox direc-
tory. For the sake of convenience however, you 
should let a support program do the messaging 
formatting.

ceived, you will always be confronted with 
old ones.

In light of this, the Python interface is far 
more suitable for processing SMS. Listing 5 
shows a minimal script. After initializing the 
Gammu environment it loops through all of the 
messages and then reads out only those SMS 
that do not show an “already read” status. As 
part of this process, the script assumes that only 
text messages are present.

sMsd in action
If you would like to use SMS to run specific 
commands on the Raspberry Pi, then self-made 
solutions will not suffice. Instead you should 
use a Linux “daemon”.

Gammu has a server that can be configured 
to search at intervals via the UMTS stick for 
newly received SMS messages, then read them 
out and also initiate other actions. It is very easy 
to install and configure the server. Begin by run-
ning the command:.

$ sudo apt‑get install gammu‑smsd

01  # Configuration file for Gammu SMS 
Daemon

02  

03  # Gammu library configuration, see 
gammurc(5)

04  [gammu]

05  device = /dev/ttyUSB2

06  name = Huawei UMTS USB‑Stick

07  connection = at

08  use_locking = yes

09  logformat = nothing

10  

11  # SMSD configuration, see 
gammu‑smsdrc(5)

12  [smsd]

13  service = files

14  logfile = syslog

15  PIN = 1234

16  

17  # Increase for debugging information

18  debuglevel = 0

19  

20  # Paths where messages are stored

21  inboxpath = /var/spool/gammu/inbox/

22  outboxpath = /var/spool/gammu/outbox/

23  sentsmspath = /var/spool/gammu/sent/

24  errorsmspath = /var/spool/gammu/error/

25  

26  # process incoming messages

27  RunOnReceive = /usr/local/bin/smsin.sh

LISTING 6: smsdrc

#!/bin/bash

# Check sender

# if [ „$SMS_1_NUMBER“ != „Number_OK“ ] ; 
then

#   exit

# fi

# Output all physical reports to Syslog

for i in $(seq $SMS_MESSAGES) ; do

  logger ‑t smsd „SMS Teil: $i“

  eval logger ‑t smsd \“Sender: 
\${SMS_${i}_NUMBER}\“

  eval logger ‑t smsd \“Text: \${SMS_${i}_
TEXT}\“

done

LISTING 7: Output RunOnReceive
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connected to the Pi via Gammu or even via 
Bluetooth instead.

A Raspberry Pi running on a stable network 
opens up additional possibilities. Some service 
providers operate so-called SMS gateways [6]. 
These gateways offer an economical way to 
transmit an SMS message. In certain instances, 
the providers also let you receive incoming 
messages. The connection to the Raspberry Pi 
can be made via email, or the provider executes 
a predefined GET request on the customer’s 
web server.

Thanks to a UMTS stick, smartphone and 
gateway, the Raspberry Pi can keep in touch 
with the rest of the world via SMS. Since this 
places only a minimal burden on the system, 
sufficient resources remain for more demanding 
activities. (agr)  lll

$ gammu‑smsd‑inject TEXT U
Number ‑text „Greetings U
from the Raspberry Pi to the U
telephone number Number“

This variation also has the advantage that it 
works independently of the backend. How-
ever, transmitting USSD queries in this way 
will still fail. These queries are potentially in-
teractive and therefore do not fit into the 
scheme of the server that is working away in 
the background.

processing sMs 
Messages
SMSD moves received SMS messages to the 
inbox directory. Technically you could run regu-
lar searches for files, for example with a Cron-
job, in the corresponding directory and then 
process these accordingly. The better way to 
proceed however, is to use the keyword RunOn‑
Receive during configuration as a means of de-
positing a script for processing incoming mes-
sages (Listing 6, Line 26). The daemon calls the 
script synchronously and waits a maximum of 
two minutes for it to complete. Then it contin-
ues with its work.

Listing 7 provides a simple example of a 
script of this type. The environmental vari-
ables for the script include pieces of meta in-
formation as well as contents of SMS mes-
sages. The details are well documented. In 
practice, the script should at least check the 
sender’s number, even if these numbers can 
be falsified.

As an aside, it is possible just as with RunOn‑
Receive, to deposit additional scripts for other 
events. This is done using RunOnSent or RunOn‑
Error.

operating in parallel
Although operating Gammu and the server in 
parallel does not work due to the fact that both 
try to access the same device, there is no prob-
lem at all with transmitting and receiving SMS 
via UMTS while using a data connection. This 
works when Wvdial or PPPD use the first 
modem device of the stick. Typically this would 
be /dev/ttyUSB0. You can read details about 
configuring a stick for fast data connections in 
the article about 3G Hotspots published in a 
previous issue [1].

conclusion
Gammu and Gammu-SMSD represent two high 
performance and yet simple to operate pack-
ages for processing SMS messages on the Rasp-
berry Pi. If you don’t have a UMTS stick handy, 
then you can use a smartphone that has been 

Figure 3: The online PDU converter makes it possible to conveniently and easily create PDU 

codes. Alternatively, you can integrate the corresponding script from the Python interface for 

Gammu.
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